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Sammy loves having fun with his friends at the Valley Home for Lost Dogs. But why is it taking him

so long to find a new owner? Join him on his adventure as he tries to find out.Perfect for bedtime

reading and early readers, this delightful story introduces the incredibly cute Border Collie puppy,

Sammy The Sheep Dog. This fun filled adventure is accompanied by a beautiful illustration on every

page, making the book a surefire hit with all children who love animals.Do your children like animal

stories and fun picture books? If the answer is yes then they will love Sammy The Sheep Dog. This

book is a warm-hearted tale, written especially for children aged 3-6. Great to read to the kids, or to

let them read for themselves - The range of words used by the author are just enough to challenge

younger children without causing any major difficulty.Gill Dallowe's 32 charming illustrations really

bring the characters of the the story to life and guarantee that all preschoolers and early readers will

be truly engaged with this delightful story.
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Sammy The Sheep Dog was a cute book with a wonderful message. I read this book to my two-year

old son and he absolutely loved it. He adores dogs, so anything that has to do with a dog, is a plus!

The book also surprisingly kept his attention for the majority of the time. This is difficult to do with a

very active two year old! lol He also really enjoyed all the cute pictures and vibrant colors in the

illustrations.I love the message the book teaches. Sammy is an adorable doggie. He is very cute

and likable. The book is cute and funny, while teaching some invaluable life lessons. We learn that

even some slight miscommunication can bring some problems. It stresses the importance of



listening and making sure you fully understand what is being said before repeating it. (Also an

important message for adults!!! Lol.) It also teaches children that playing a pranks are not always

funny. They may not work out the way they're planned and can even hurt others. (Again, another

important lesson for adults as well!)I absolutely adore Mrs. Cuthbert! She takes stray or abused

dogs in and loves them until they find a home. It teaches children they should care for animals and

not be cruel to them.This is a very cute book. It has a nice storyline with great characters. Itâ€™s not

too long and has lots of great illustrations.Although I received Sammy The Sheep Dog for Kindle

absolutely free to provide an unbiased honest review, this doesn't affect my five star rating for it.

The book is very well written and my son enjoyed it!Hope this review helped! If so, please click yes

below ;)

This book is adorable. It's perfect for young readers, or for parents to read aloud to younger ones. It

tells the story of Sammy, who is getting worried because all of his friends are going to new homes,

and he's still waiting for his... well anyway older dog told him it was because he's a special dog,

called a ship dog. This excitement eventually turned into worry... Sammy ended up running away for

the night, luckily he met another type of Sheep dog that explains he's not a SHIP dog, he's a sheep

dog. He tells Sammy all about what he will be doing when he goes to his forever home.This book is

good for kids, because you can have a nice discussion afterwards. Explaining how Sammy made a

bad choice running away, you can also discuss misunderstandings, and teasing in this book.

Definitely a nice read, with a moral at the end of the story. The photos are also nicely illustrated and

engaging. I wish I could get a hard copy of this book!I depend on reviews when deciding to

purchase a product, a lot of the times reviews will sway me one way or another. With that being said

if you found my review to be helpful, please press the helpful button.Please note, I received this item

discounted in exchange for my testing, inspecting and reviewing it. I received no compensation for

my review and state my honest and unbiased opinion of the product.

Sammy The Sheep Dog was a cute book with a wonderful message. I read this book to my two-year

old son and he absolutely loved it. He adores dogs, so anything that has to do with a dog, is a plus!

The book also surprisingly kept his attention for the majority of the time. This is difficult to do with a

very active two year old! lol He also really enjoyed all the cute pictures and vibrant colors in the

illustrations.I love the message the book teaches. Sammy is an adorable doggie. He is very cute

and likable. The book is cute and funny, while teaching some invaluable life lessons. We learn that

even some slight miscommunication can bring some problems. It stresses the importance of



listening and making sure you fully understand what is being said before repeating it. (Also an

important message for adults!!! Lol.) It also teaches children that playing a pranks are not always

funny. They may not work out the way they're planned and can even hurt others. (Again, another

important lesson for adults as well!)I absolutely adore Mrs. Cuthbert! She takes stray or abused

dogs in and loves them until they find a home. It teaches children they should care for animals and

not be cruel to them.This is a very cute book. It has a nice storyline with great characters. Itâ€™s not

too long and has lots of great illustrations.Although I received Sammy The Sheep Dog for Kindle

absolutely free to provide an unbiased honest review, this doesn't affect my five star rating for it.

The book is very well written and my son enjoyed it!

What a great story about Sammy the Sheep Dog who is a Border Collie, who is to be adopted by a

Farmer but he is told he is going to be a ShIp Dog by one of the other dogs in the rescue. That he

will have to be eating rats to stay alive. He comes upon another dog who is the kind of Sheep dog

that lives with the sheep and protects them. Sammy finds out what kind of dog he is and that the

person who is adopting him is probably a Border Collie the kind of sheep dog that works with the

Farmer to round up the sheep.Wonderful story, excellent illustrations and wonderful writing.My

grandson is in 2nd grade, is an avid reader, he reads way above his school grade. He told me that

vivid pictures allow him to use his imagine to transport him to another place and time. He would love

to have this book in print to add to his extensive library, I may have to buy it for him and I am very

willing to do so.***I am grateful to have received this product for a discounted rate in exchange for

my personal, honest, unbiased and non-compensated review.Please if you found this review helpful

in making your decisions, please press the â€œYesâ€• button below.
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